CHAPTER XVIII
FROM WAR TO PEACE
I. the return to peace
The British Army, as it was at the date of the armistice in
1918, had been transformed out all recognition from that of
four and a half years before, and that not only in size but in
nature. New units had meant new formations in which they
could be incorporated, new formations had meant new hier-
archies of command, new staffs and staff officers; an initial
handful of divisions had swelled rapidly into army corps, and
these in turn into armies and groups of armies ; in each theatre
of war new forms of transport, motor vehicles for the more
civilised theatres, animals of all kinds in those areas where motors
could not be used, had been provided in vast numbers. All the
administrative services had greatly increased and multiplied,
for the needs of the armies grew larger and more various as
their functions became more specialised and complicated, so
that in the end there were actually fewer fighting men in the
front line than there were men behind it, labouring to satisfy
their multifarious requirements.
The transformation of the fighting arms themselves was
equally marked. By 1918 each division's machine guns had
been multiplied more than tenfold, and a wealth of new infantry
weapons, such as bombs and mortars of all sorts, had also been
added. There were great numbers of heavy guns of larger
calibre than any ever before used in the field, and a highly
efficient gas service which had successfully turned the tables
on the enemy who had been first to employ this new weapon,
The tank had risen from its disappointing beginnings to play
a decisive role in the battles of 1918 and to be cast for the prin-
cipal part in the campaign of 1919, had this proved necessary*
Never in all the long history of her wars had Britain possessed
so large an army or one more lavishly equipped for victory.
The contribution of the Empire, too, had been as impressive
in numbers and quality as in achievement. The Dominions
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